
Flowery Descriptions and Busy Sentences 

Whenever I tell people who don’t read romance about what I primarily edit, they often snicker or ask 

me how I can stand my job. I’m not offended, though, because they’re innocently working from a 

definition of romance that is decades out of date and greatly exaggerated.  

Basically, they think my job consists of editing paragraph after paragraph of this: 

Felicia’s heart throbbed like a thousand wild horses thundering across the wild Colorado plains as Johnny 

crushed her heaving bosom against his rippling, manly chest. Passion roared through them like the 

boundless, pulsing ocean as their lips met in the bliss of love. 

I won’t spend too much time diagnosing the problems in my torrid little snippet, because I suspect most 

of you know the definition of purple prose and understand why it’s bathetic rather than dramatic. But to 

keep it simple: overblown, overwrought writing like this looks not only silly but stereotypical.   

Few people write like this anymore—and, I suspect, fewer actually did than those outside of 

Romanceland think—even beginning writers. So why am I bringing up purple prose? 

Because even though we’ve largely shunned overly mawkish turns of phrase, flowery descriptions can 

still sneak into our writing. They’ve just become subtler.  

Perhaps we should call them lilac prose instead, or some other light shade of purple. 

Flowery language is that which is trite or precious. In my experience it typically shows up during 

descriptions of people, actions, or emotions, particularly in similes and metaphors, just as we saw in 

Felicia and Johnny’s unfortunate encounter above.  

Let’s get back to Xenia and Sally’s adventures. Here, our writer hasn’t exactly engaged in purple prose, 

but their similes and descriptions got out of their control and became lengthy and even nonsensical. 

Xenia twisted around and threw a punch at her attacker. He was dressed head to toe in black, like a ninja 

from a terrible action movie, one of the ones where they dubbed all the voices in English terribly. The 

thought made her want to laugh, but now wasn’t the time. She kicked right for his knee, only to have him 

dance away. 

Where was Sally with the car already? 

The man lunged for her again, and this time his knife grazed Xenia’s shoulder as she ducked away. Pain 

burst through her like a flower opening in spring, swarming with bees. Thousands of their stingers felt as 

though they’d imbedded themselves in her skin. 

While describing the attacker as a ninja from a bad movie is interesting—especially if he’s clumsy or 

showing off with his moves—this passage gets a little silly when Xenia goes on about the terrible movie. 

Plus, if she’s fighting for her life, would her thoughts really stray into the specificities of bad martial arts 

movies? 

The bee metaphor also has promise, but once again our author goes to far. While a knife may feel like a 

thousand bee stings all at once, “a flower opening in spring” feels both out of place to me and a bit 

precious. What do flowers have to do with an action scene, after all? 



So, how do we avoid flowers, both when they’re out of place in a scene and when they purple-ify our 

writing?  

Let’s use our paragraph about Felicia and Johnny as a test subject. Though it’s an overblown example, I 

think rewriting it will show you exactly how to avoid wild turns of phrase. 

Felicia’s heart pounded as Johnny crushed her against his hard, muscular chest. Passion roared through 

her as their lips met. 

Yes, this is quite stripped down, but it does get the point across—albeit not in the most original way, but 

not every sentence in every novel needs to be a glowing gem of memorable phrasing and unique word 

choices. Plus, sometimes finding new ways to describe the ways in which bodies experience passion and 

attraction, not to mention the ways people act on attraction, can be difficult. Nothing is wrong at all 

with this rewrite. 

Now let’s say your style is a bit more ornate, or you’d like Felicia and Johnny’s encounter to be a bit less 

routine.  

Felicia’s heart pounded throughout her body, making each nerve hyperaware, as Jonny crushed her 

against his chest. Its firmness reminded her of the boards she worked with every day—firm, sure, able to 

weather anything. Their lips met, swallowing her gasp of passion. 

While someone may find this a bit overwrought, I think each description and comparison fits the tone of 

the scene. The board comparison makes Johnny sound strong and protective, things Felicia may find 

attractive and that many people want to feel when they’re in love with someone. Likewise, the 

description of her heart pounding is more physically involved, letting us feel how her entire body 

responds to Johnny. 

Euphemisms and what to call “those” body parts 

I’m going to have to get a little bit graphic here, and I apologize to those of you who write and prefer 

sweeter romances. But given that sex is not just depicted in but an import part of many romances being 

written today, I think this has to be covered.  

What do you call genitals? 

Often, people try to find original, or even more genteel, ways to describe these body parts, and the 

euphemisms they come up with are both flowery and overwrought. I’m sure you’ve seen or at least 

heard of them. “His throbbing man-shaft,” “her pulsing, slick womanhood,” etc. A good way to avoid 

getting flowery here is to just use the words people tend to use when they talk about genitals, whether 

you’d like to go for the more common slang terms or the more medical ones. If you worry about making 

the sexual encounter sound routine or boring if you use these words, trust me, you won’t. Sex in a novel 

reads as unique and memorable not because of the anatomical terms one uses but the way in which one 

describes the act.  

 If you keep the sex scene unique to the characters having it, ground it in their feelings and their specific 

responses to, ah, stimuli, the words you use for some of their parts will not matter. 

Homework 



Now it’s your turn. How can you improve these flowery sentences? Please, as always, explain the 

reasons behind your rewrites. 

Xenia’s heart slammed against her ribs like an intruder knocking on a door as she opened the file on Dr. 

Chang’s desktop with a shaking hand. A single document resided inside, and its name made her take a 

step back and gasp loudly, a hand flying to her mouth like a door slamming shut in a strong wind. 

Corvus Solutions. 

“Of course,” she whispered. “Those dastardly fiends are behind this. I should have known. They won’t 

stop until they’ve destroyed every government in the world, or bankrupted us. What despicable villains.” 

She knew she should just insert the flash drive, download the file, and leave before a security guard 

passed the office and noticed her presence. But she couldn’t bring herself to. She was a guardian of 

peace and liberty. America’s future could rest on what was in this file, and what treason it revealed.  

She must do this for America.  

Xenia moused over the file and right-clicked. The documents that popped up filled the pit of her stomach 

with crawling horror, as if a dozen snakes were coiling and uncoiling inside it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


